Equity and Family Needs
Tuesday, June 30, 2020
Agenda Item

Notes

Review Norms
Review Minutes from
Last Week
Brainstorm

No questions, comments or concerns

Brainstorm Possible
Questions

Three Categories
- Basic Needs, Access to Curriculum and Parent
Education

Padlet Link:
https://padlet.com/jea
nine_lupisella/7ugafe
e2hv99w3mu

What questions should we ask?
- Use the link to Padlet
- Has anyone thought of any other categories?
- Are we looking towards what we need to move forward
or are we reflecting on what happened last year?
- There is a lot of moving forward but to move
forward, we need to reflect too
- Reflect on what happened during online
learning in order to move forward
- Childcare question from last week- fell under basic
needs but we can’t lose sight of that
Padlet Brainstorm:
- Group adds ideas/questions to the padlet
- Cross referenced questions with the original brainstorm list
from last week
- We can synthesize these questions to get the information we
need
Summarizing Questions:
- Internet access
- Very few families who did not have access to the
internet but some lost access toward the end of the
closure due to changes in circumstances. Almost all
families were able to access internet through hotspots
- Basic Needs: General question about supportive environment
with a drop down menu of what specifically they need
- Take out any questions that are repetitive or should be
transferred to different sub-topic

-

Ensure that the mental health needs are present in the basic
needs questions

Share Out- Whole
Group

-

Jeanine shared with district task force and shared padlet
questions

Break Out

-

Revised, synthesized original questions (in padlet)
- All three categories revised
Do we need a question that speaks to the overall challenges
that families faced during the closure?
- May be important to gain overall feedback to ensure
we didn’t miss anything

-

